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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator wants to verify that a new PRI is properly
connected to the PSTN status. Which Layer 2 status should be

seen?
A. LINK_UP
B. MULTIPLE_FRAME_ESTABLISHED
C. TEI_ASSIGNED
D. CONTROLLER_UP
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
How do the IBM C and C++ compilers make migration of
applications from competitive platforms to Power Systems
straightforward?
A. Byimproving execution in the pre-compile stage of
development.
B. Developers can continue to use text based tools like ISPF.
C. No recompiles are required when porting object code.
D. They support industry language standards and popular
extensions.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27022105&amp;a
id=1 (page 2, standards compliance)

NEW QUESTION: 3
What determines whether a loop continues execution?
A. behaviors
B. guards
C. test nodes
D. partitions
E. clauses
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option B
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: B
Explanation:
Amazon RDS when enabled with Multi AZ will handle failovers
automatically. Thus, the user can resume database operations as
quickly as possible without administrative intervention. The
primary DB instance switches over automatically to the standby
replica if any of the following conditions occur: An
Availability Zone outage The primary DB instance fails The DB
instance's server type is changed The DB instance is undergoing

software patching A manual failover of the DB instance was
initiated using Reboot with failover
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